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Amazon Pay Logo



Logo Variations

Full Logo 

In color Monochrome

In color Monochrome

1

Mnemonic version

Only to be used in digital UI applications 
with ‘Amazon Pay’ as UI text next to the 
logo (never standalone). See example Pg.5

[All marketing, ATL and BTL campaigns should use only this version of the logo]

[For UI applications only]

Colors 

HEX #000000 HEX #FF9900

Amazon Pay



Logo Space Specifications : Resizing :

Always resize only diagonally

Always resize only diagonally

The minimum clear space is defined as x, measured by 
the width of the vertical stroke of the letter ‘n’. The 
minimum clear space of 2x should always be applied. 
Try to maximize clear space whenever possible.

The minimum clear space is defined as x, measured by the 
space between the red lines shown above. Try to 
maximize clear space whenever possible.

Logo Clear Space
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Minimum size :

Minimum height on Web

The minimum height of the logo is 25 px on screen, or 0.35in (0.89 
cm) in print. In exceptional circumstances, smaller sizes for print 
may be necessary (e.g. on event merchandise). In such cases, 
legibility should always be your top priority.

25px

Minimum height on Print

0.35 inches/0.89 cm

Minimum size :

Minimum width on Web

The minimum width of the logo is 34px on screen.

34px

Logo Spacing
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Logo Usage (Background Color)
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Logo Usage (On Amazon.in)
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Logo Usage (On Amazon.in)
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GW Desktop Billboard GW Mobile Billboard

b b



‘Payments’ on off Amazon.in use case- Mobile
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Amazon & Pay are two separate words.

Style 1 -Narrative Style 2 - Mnemonic + Narrative Style 3 - Logo



‘Payments’ on off Amazon.in use case - Mobile (cont.)
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Style 4 - Button with Logo

Three color options for buttons

HEX #FF9900

HEX #d5dbdb

HEX #373e3e

Width of the button variable 
as per viewing platform

45px button 
height

35.5px logo height

4.75px
111px logo width

4.75px

min clear space

Rahul Jain 
7309031456 (Idea)

Specification of Button



‘Login’ on off Amazon.in use case- Mobile
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Login Page (third party app)

Login with Amazon Pay HEX #FF9900

HEX #e58720

The button color should be #FF9900 in the third party 
login pages. The text and the logo should be in white.

Only orange colored background buttons are allowed 
for this format. Do not use Grey and Light Grey for the 
mnemonic logo.

Login Page Button Color

45px button 
height

46px

35px

5px

min clear space

5px

Width of the button variable 
as per viewing platform

Specification of mnemonic



‘Payments’ on off Amazon.in use case- Desktop 
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45px button 
height

225px

45px button 
height

225px

45px button 
height

225px

Button color & specification

Style 1 - Narrative +Button



‘Payments’ on off Amazon.in use case- Desktop (cont)
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Style 2 - logo



‘Login’ on off Amazon.in use case- Desktop

Log in with Amazon Pay

HEX #FF9900
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Touch Button Icons

3D UI Buttons Flat UI Buttons




